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Abstract—This dissertation outline discusses an experimental
network architecture and protocol design. The aim of the work
is to prove that a network architecture which follows some
key principles can bring interesting build-in features. As a
proof of concept, a model of architecture was designed into
protocol specification which extends existing protocols. One of
the interesting feature is that such protocol can regain End-toEnd addressing in the NAT based architecture without laborious
transition to a new protocol.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Soon, it will be more than twenty years since the IPv6
protocol was proposed and standardised as a long term solution
for the next generation Internet. According to original plan [1]
the whole process of a transition to IPv6 should have been
finished before the depletion of the IPv4 address pool. With
the benefit of hindsight, we know that the transition process
was more difficult than anybody could have anticipated and
currently, even the most optimistic predictions expect that the
transition will not take less than a decade. In the meantime,
the common solution at least to mitigate the problem with
diminishing address space is addres translation (NAT).
From the other perpective, insufficient address space is not
the only reason why NATs are used. One of the key advantages
provided by NAT is the address independency and reusing
single IP address by many devices. In practice, it does not
matter how many NATs are connected in the chain and the
IP network topology can be arranged into hierarchical and
recursive structure. Thanks to that we can easily implement
features, e.g. small site multihoming without running a BGP
router [2], or to change the upstream ISP without readdressing
all devices. Another frequent reason for using NAT is the
consequence of reusing a single IP address. Firstly, it hides
the internal structure of the network and secondly, it forbids
a connection with a device in the NATed network from the
outside. Both of them are considered as security features.
According to our observation the popularity of NAT is not
only the result of shortage of IPv4 address space, but it also
provides many benefits and reveals more about the nature of
network addressing.
The key motivation for this work is to prove that address
space independency and hierarchical addressing schema together with other principles can bring desired features into
network design which can make the protocol design much
simpler and decrease the cost of operating networks.

II.

I DENTIFIED C HALLENGES

There are some criteria that can be considered while
discussing network architectures. In our work we focused on
the following main first-principles and features:
Sattzer’s End-to-End argument represents one of the
basic principles when a new network architecture is designed
[3]. According to our observation, following the principle
determines whether a network architecture will be succesfull
or not.
Thanks to End-to-End addressing every device in the
network is able to send data to any other node connected to the
network directly. In current networks this principle is broken
by NAT and the transition to IPv6 should have solved the
problem.
Address space hierarchisation allows to keep a number
of routing entries, especially at the top in the hierarchy of
the global network, at the necessary minimum. The good
example of such architecture is IPv6 in which every subnetwork (in IP world known as Autonomous System) can be
determined by a single routing entry. In practice, the benefit
of hierarchised address space in IPv6 is impaired by Provider
Independent addresses which are used for multihoming or to
avoid demanding readdressing within the site.
Address space independency allows the network to reconnect a part of subtree to another node without any need
for readressing within a child subtree. Address space independency can solve some crucial problems of hierarchical
address space mentioned in the previous paragraph. Protocol
IPv6 is a nice example which shows that the absence of
address space independency implies some solutions where one
problem can lead to another. In IPv6 every host (or interface)
needs to know a network prefix to which is connected. It
can be set either manually or advertised by a router. For
the distribution of prefixes across routers, IPv6 must have an
additional mechanism called Prefix Delegation [4]. If network
prefix is changed, new prefix information has to be distributed
to every IPv6 host. As the readdressing of hosts is in many
cases very complicated, IPv6 offers some solutions to mitigate
the problem. Firstly, every IPv6 interface can configure an additional, IPv6 address1 . But the existence of multiple addresses
brings another complication. To choose a proper IPv6 address
as the source address in the outgoing packets, every IPv6 host
must keep the Priority Table. Another, relatively controversial,
solution is known as IPv6-to-IPv6 Network Prefix Translation
1 It

could be Link-Local, ULA or another global address.

[5]. It allows to map the global IPv6 prefix assigned from the
ISP to the Unique Local IPv6 Unicast Address used inside
of the site. But it brings many disadvantages and limitations
to IPv6 architecture caused by NAT. In IPv4 the absence of
address space independency is not as noticeable as in IPv6.
The problem is mitigated by NATs which add address space
independency into IPv4 address schema. On the contrary,
architectures such as RINA [6] or IPNL [7] use address space
independency as a key feature of protocol design.
Session independency together with address space independency is an important prerequisite to multihoming and
mobility. Thanks to session independency the address of end
nodes can be changed during running session. Today, neither
IPv4 nor IPv6 support session independency and the feature
must be solved on top of those protocols.
Scalability is a feature which allows to expand the nework
without creating some kind of bottleneck. In current network
architectures there are many potential bottlonecks which could
restrict future network growth. For example, current global
routing table grows every day and all routers must keep
all routes connected to the global routing system. Another
example with poor scalability is NAT, where a NAT device
has to keep the state for every running session in memory.
Implementation and operational complexity are not
directly related to the architectural principles, however, they
represent a very important factor considering implementation
and operational cost. It is obvious that a more complex design
makes implementation, testing debugging more difficult and
more expensive.
Adoption difficulty is a factor similar to the previous one.
The protocol design must take into account existing protocols,
technologies and application interfaces. The transition process
of IPv6 points out how important it is.
It may seem that every principle or feature previously mentioned has been already solved in some way, but adding them
together into one architecture is a real challenge. For example,
an architecture which supports address space hierarchy (e.g.
LNAT [8] or IPNL [7]), usually contradicts the design requirements of multihoming and mobility which again disagree
with scalability and Saltzers’s end-to-end principle. Similar
situation is with NATs. NAT perfectly implements address
space hierarchisation and independency and can be adopted
very well, but it does not support End-to-End addressing and
has poor scalability. Concerning mobility, both IPv4 and IPv6
designs do not support session independency and the mobility
solution is built on top of protocols such as MIPv6, MPTCP,
PMIPv6 or SHIM6 [9]). As a result, none of those solutions
is practically used and mobility in IPv4 and IPv6 is therefore
rather a theoretical concept than a feature used on daily basis.
The goal of the work is to achieve very good knowledge of
existing solutions from both theoretical background and practical applicability. The key to find a solution is to understand
what makes some network architectures sucessfull and why
some of them are doomed to failure even though there were
huge expecations from them (e.g. ISO 7498, ATM).
The work also proposes an experimental network architecture and specifies the protocol design called IP45. As a proof of
concept the protocol is implemented to mostly used platforms

and is used to perform experiments in real networks. Based
on experimental results the original design is continuously
adjusted and improved.
III.

T HE ACTUAL M ODEL OF IP45 N ETWORKS

After several experimental concepts we have come to the
following model which seems to satisfy the entry requirements.
The IP45 network model is represented by the collection
of Administrative Domains (AD) which are organised into a
tree structure. Every AD represents a node of the tree and the
depth is defined as a Level. At the top of the hierarchy there is
the root AD called Administrative Domain Level 0 (AD 0). An
AD can be connected to the parent or child AD through Border
Gateway (BGW). BGW configures an Upstream Address (UA)
and a Downstream Prefix (DP). The UA is an address of the
address space which belongs to the parent AD. The DP defines
relevant address space for devices connected within AD. When
a packet is supposed to be delivered to or through the parent
AD, BGW performs the operation, as shown in equation 1.
While a packet with destination (D) and the source (S) address
passes BGW, the BGW extends (E:) a relevant part of the
source address (S) with configured UA (α). In the opposite
direction, there is a symmetric operation. When a packet is
delivered to or through child AD the destination address (Dβ)
is reduced (R:) by DP (β) to get the destination address (D)
within the child AD.
S E:α S
−−→
D
Dα

,

Sβ R:β S
−−→
D
D

(1)

When we used these two simple operations within the tree
structure of ADs, we come across two basic equations. The
first one (2) describes a situation when a packet from the host
S placed within AD αn goes to the root AD (AD 0), and
the second one (3) refers to a situation when the packet is
delivered to its destination - the host D placed in the AD βn .
To make it simple, we can say that the source address of a
packet extends when it passes through BGWs to the root AD,
and the destination shortens when it goes to the designated
AD. Figure 1 illustrates such a situation.
When the host D gets a packet, the source and destination
addresses are exchanged (4) and packets with a response can
be sent back to the host S the same way.
Sαn αn−1 . . . α0
D
→
D
Sαn αn−1 . . . α0

(4)

The architecture, however, does not strictly relay on the
incremental sequence of the level of ADs. Any AD can be
omitted and the extension or reduction operation is avoided.
Formally said, the DP (α) and UA (β) has an empty value.
Practically, it means that AD 4 can be directly connected to
AD 0. There is also a possibility to make some shortcuts in
the tree structure. Such a situation is illustrated in figure 1
with a dotted line. Two ADs, which are not a part of the same
subtree, are connected via direct link. In that case the BGW
performs several extension and reduction operations at once
and delivers data directly to the neighbouring AD.
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Fig. 1: The Model of IP45 Network

The communication between applications in the IP45 network expects the use of the traditional client server model.
The application can use connection-oriented or connectionless
abstract layers. When a client needs to connect to the server, it
uses the server’s address (to identify the interface of the host)
and the port (to identify the application). In the traditional
TCP/IP approach, every connection C is defined as a tuple
C(CA, CP, SA, SP) where CA is a client IP address, CP stands
for TCP port and SA and SP represents server address and
server port. The connectionless communication is organized in
a similar way. In the IP45 model of the network, the connection
is defined as a triplet C(SID, CP, SP), where CP and SP have
the same meaning as before and SID refers to the Session
Identifier of the connection. The SID is generated as a unique
number when a client sends the request to establish connection
or when the first packet is sent in connectionless protocols.

proved that the end host support can be easily implemented
even on ”closed” platforms without any need for modifications
of existing applications. All source codes and binaries are
publicly available on the project web site [11] so anybody can
test it immediately. The web site also contains video recording
demonstrating how extended addressing and mobility features
can work with existing applications like ssh and vnc.
In the near future, there are several areas we would like
to focus on. Firstly, extend the spread of implementation to
as many platforms as possible. In order to obtain broader
experience in a heterogeneous environment, we would like to
extend the support to mobile platforms and make packages
available on standard application delivery platforms such as the
App Store, Google Play and Windows Phone Store. We believe
that wider experience will help us to uncover problematic parts
of the protocols that have not been revealed and enable us to
adjust it. We would also like to pursue a profound research of
possibilities provided by session independency. This area is full
of potential to unearth interesting and inspirational capabilities
in area of multihoming and mobility which have not been
explored enough.
We believe that our work and obtained results will contribute to the whole community and future research related to
the network architectures and protocols.
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